POEMS OLD AND NEW
His delicate fancy excels in the treatment of super-
natural or fairy subjects which require the creation of
an atmosphere of mystery or romance.
The Donkey.
Gilbert Keith Chesterton {b. 1874) was born in Kensing-
ton and studied at St. Paul's School and the
Slade School of Art. He gives the impression of
abounding energy and spontaneity, and there is
usually sound sense beneath the glitter of his paradox.
His work is mainly directed against the narrowness of
Puritanism, and finds expression through such various
channels as the Father Brown detective stories, his-
torical works, novels, poems, and essays. He has
written lively studies of his favourite authors, Dickens,
Browning, and Chaucer.
P. 148, 11. 23-24.    See St. Matt. xxi. 1-9.
Cargoes.
John Masefield (b. 1878) in his youth ran away to sea,
where he acquired, under compulsion, the faculty of
telling a good yarn, shown in " A Tarpaulin Muster."
"The Everlasting Mercy" (1911) created a sensation
by its realism and narrative power. It was followed
by " The Widow in the Bye Street " (1912), " Dauber,"
"Reynard the Fox" (1919), and other volumes.
Masefield has also written several novels—" Captain
Margaret," " Sard Harker "—and dramas—" Nan,"
" Philip the King." The popularity of his work
was recognised in his appointment as Poet Laureate,
in 1930.
P. 149, 1. i.    Quinquireme :  a galley with five banks of oars.
Nineveh :   the ancient capital of Assyria :   on the
Tigris.
Ophir:  a region possibly in S. Arabia, whence the
Jews obtained gold and precious stones.
11. 3-5.   See i Kings x.
1. 6.   Isthmus : i.e. of Panama.
1. 10.   Moidore :   a Portuguese gold coin, now obsolete.
Prometheus.
Wilfrid Wilson Gibson (b. 1878) shows the romantic influ-
ence of Tennyson in his early volumes, " Urlyn the
Harper" (1900) and "The Queen's Vigil" (1902).
With "Daily Bread" (1910) his attitude became
realistic, and his theme the lives of ordinary men and
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